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Abstract. This article presents a scene-driven (i.e. bottom-up) visual
saliency detection technique for videos. The proposed method utilizes
non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) to replicate neural responses
of primary visual cortex neurons in spatial domain. In temporal domain,
principal component analysis (PCA) was applied to imitate the eﬀect
of stimulus change experience during neural adaptation phenomena. We
apply the proposed saliency model to background subtraction problem.
The proposed method does not rely on any background model and is
purely unsupervised. In experimental results, it will be shown that the
proposed method competes well with some of the state-of-the-art background subtraction techniques especially in dynamic scenes.

1

Introduction

In recent years, there have been much eﬀort to investigate and develop biological inspired vision systems. Replicating visual attention mechanism is a good
example of a bio-inspired vision system. Visual attention can be considered as
the process of selectively concentrating on some elements of a visual scene while
ignoring others. In computer vision, visual attention models can be used in the
preliminary process of localizing eminent information (i.e. regions of interest)
from a scene. This process can be referred as detection of saliency.
Saliency detection methods are categorized into top-down and bottom-up
approaches [1]. In top-down techniques, usually task-driven factors aﬀect the
salience computing process. In the case of bottom-up methods, scene-driven factors are used to distinct perceptual quality which makes some items stand out
from their neighbourhood (i.e. visually salient regions).
Saliency detection can improve computer vision algorithms’ eﬃciency by curtailing the processed data. It is applicable to a wide range of applications such
as object detection [2], object recognition [3,4], image segmentation [5,6], target
tracking [7], image and video compression [8], video retargeting [9], video frame
rate conversion [10], image thumbnailing [11,12] and etc. In this paper, we will
deﬁne a bottom-up saliency model for videos and apply it to the background
subtraction problem.
Background subtraction is the overture to many computer vision algorithms;
its main objective is localizing objects of interest (e.g. all the moving objects in a
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traﬃc monitoring application). To this end, many methods build a background
model which describes background and use it to diﬀer background from objects
of interest. One major challenge in background subtraction is dynamic of scenes
(e.g. camera motion, illumination change), which aﬀects the background model
and makes discrimination of objects of interest diﬃcult. In order to deal with this
problem and its diﬃculties many background subtraction techniques have been
developed. Bouwmans [13] categories them into basic, statistical, fuzzy, neural
network, wavelet background modeling techniques, background clustering and
background estimation.
An example of basic background modeling is temporal median ﬁltering which
assumes temporal median value of a pixel in a video buﬀer models background for
that pixel [14]. Temporal averaging is another example where the background estimate is computed by recursive update of the average of the history of pixel values [15]. Statistical background modeling techniques utilize statistical analysis to
model background pixels; for instance the method of Shauﬀer and Grimson [16]
builds the background model using a mixture of Gaussian. Later, Zivkovic and
van der Heijden [17] extended the mixture of Gaussian method to adapt a number of Gaussian mixtures automatically; improving the performance of the algorithm. In order to deal with dynamic background and suppress jitter and noise
Elgamnel et al. [18] applied kernel density estimation to approximate probability density function of each pixel by recursive sampling of intensity values taken
consequently in a temporal window.
The background subtraction problem can also be solved by saliency detection
techniques, if we assume that the object of interest is salient (i.e. diﬀers from its
surrounding). Major beneﬁt of applying saliency detection to background subtraction is that it requires no background model. For instance, Mahadevan et
al. [19] propose a saliency detection techniques based on center-surround hypothesis [20] and successfully apply it to background subtraction problem. However,
their method does not run in real-time. Itti and Baldi [21] exploit diﬀerences
in posterior and prior beliefs to deﬁne salient regions. Their method is not designed speciﬁcally for background subtraction, though can be used for such a
purpose. In the rest of this paper, we describe a spatio-temporal saliency detection method and explain its application to the background subtraction problem.
The proposed saliency detection technique utilizes natural image statistics, runs
in real time and competes with the state-of-the-art techniques in background
subtraction.

2

Saliency Measure

We propose a purely scene-driven (i.e. bottom-up) saliency measure for videos.
In spatial domain, the method consists of several spatial conspicuousness maps
(i.e. intermediate saliency maps derived from diﬀerent feature cues). Each map
represents amount of saliency in a frame. To compute conspicuousness maps,
we project image patches using basis vectors obtained by non-negative matrix
factorization. Also, we compute several temporal conspicuousness maps using
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Fig. 1. Overall overview of the proposed framework

principal component analysis. All of these maps are merged together to make
a ﬁnal spatio-temporal map. Figure 1 represents the whole proposed saliency
framework. Each part is described with more details in the following sections.

2.1

Spatial Conspicuousness Map

It is demonstrated that learning a sparse code from natural image statistics
and projecting image patches using them can produce results similar to those
appearing in the primates’ primary visual cortex (V1) [22]. A group of saliency
techniques rely on sparse coding techniques; for instance, Bruce and Tsotsos [23]
applied independent component analysis (ICA) in an information theoretic framework to measure saliency as a function of entropy for still images. Zhang et al. [24]
apply a similar formulation in a Bayesian framework to cope with images.
To produce spatial conspicuousness maps, we project image patches using
basis vectors obtained by non-negative matrix factorization (NMF). NMF can
substitute ICA and approximate neural responses by learning from natural image
statistics [25]. Moreover, it provides sparse representation that models neural receptive ﬁeld responses [26] and helps encoding data with few active elements [27].
The main motivation for using NMF basis over ICA basis vectors is that
NMF provides a part-based representation while ICA will result in a holistic
image representation [28]. We expect that an intermediate representation (i.e.
part-based) performs better as it encodes both local and global information. We
test the idea by comparing the proposed method replacing NMF with ICA and
PCA in spatial domain.
Computing Conspicuousness Map. Let us assume that we have a video
frame I and a set of NMF basis vectors Si , a spatial conspicuousness map is
computed as follows:
Csi (I) = |Si ∗ [(I − μI )/σI ] |,

(1)
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Fig. 2. a) An arbitrary image, (b) NMF basis vectors, (c) Corresponding spatial conspicuousness map for the given image

where μI is the mean and σI is the standard deviation of the frame I and ∗ is
the convolution operator. Si = wi , i = 1 . . . r, wi is the ith row of W † (i.e.
pseudo-inverse of W ) in matrix form1 .
In order to compute W , we use McGill color image dataset [29]. Initially,
images are converted to gray-scale and one million patches of size 24 × 24 were
sampled. Each patch is treated as a vector and stacked in column order to make
a n × m matrix V = [v1 , v2 , . . . , vm ]. The following approximate factorization
can be written
Vij ≈ (W H)ij =

r


wik hkj .

(2)

k=1

where each column of W represents the so called basis vector, and each column
of H consists of encoding coeﬃcients which deﬁne the strength of each basis
vector. Having V, we estimate W and H through the following optimization
⎧


⎨ minimize f (W, H) = 1 V − W H 2
F
W,H
2
(3)
⎩
subject to
W, H > 0.
where .F is the Frobenius norm. Figure 2 depicts 10 basis vectors and corresponding conspicuousness maps obtained using the aforementioned method.
2.2

Temporal Conspicuousness Map

We deﬁne a temporal conspicuousness map as a mean to describe stimulus change
during neural adaptation phenomena over time. Temporal conspicuousness map
is computed for a video buﬀer and presents amount of motion in a frame. To
compute such a map on the ﬂy, we apply principal component analysis (PCA)
procedure to discard redundant data and reconstruct the feature buﬀer extracted
from video sequence.
Let us assume that we have a feature sequence F = {ft , ft+1 , . . . , ft+n }, where
fi is the feature vector of video frame at time i in column representation. In our
1

S is a matrix of size 24 × 24.
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Fig. 3. a) µf computed for 5 intensity sequences, b) ﬁrst mean normalized frame f˜1 ,
whiter regions represent areas with movements (i.e. change over time), c) temporal
conspicuousness map for the given feature sequence

implementation, a feature vector can contain frame intensity values or spatial
conspicuousness map of a video frame. Initially, we subtract the mean value μf
of each row of feature sequence; assuming it represents the static information
of feature sequence. Consequently, F̃ = F − μf will provide an approximation
of movements (i.e. change over time) in the scene. Figure 3 depicts μf and an
example of mean normalized frame for intensity features.
Afterwards, we apply eigendecomposition to covariance matrix of F̃ , Σ =
EDE T , where E is the eigenvector and D is the diagonal eigenvalue matrices. Feature sequence consists of whitened back projected dimensionally reduced
movement approximations (i.e. F̃ ) which is computed as follows:
F̃pw = F̃ Ep Dp−1/2 EpT .

(4)

where Ep is the ﬁrst p eigenvectors of covariance matrix and Dp is the diagonal matrix of the ﬁrst p eigenvalues. This provides us orthonormal features and
decreases redundancy which boosts salient regions. Finally, we deﬁne the temporal conspicuousness map as the average changes in the temporal window and
compute it using

w
|f˜pi
|.
(5)
Ct (F ) =
i
w
f˜pi

F̃pw .

where
is the ith column of
Figure 3(c) visualizes a temporal conspicuousness map for a given sequence of intensity features.
2.3

Spatio-temporal Saliency Measure

The spatio-temporal saliency map is deﬁned as the combination of temporal
and spatial conspicuousness maps. We compute temporal stimulus change over
spatial maps to obtain spatial-temporal maps and combine it with pure temporal information to gain a unique map. To this end, given a video buﬀer
V = {vt , vt+1 , . . . , vt+n }, where vi , i ∈ [t, t + n] is the video frame at time
i; we deﬁne the spatio-temporal saliency measure as follows:
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Fig. 4. Comparing background subtraction methods on the selected sequences; from
left to right original frame, KDE, Adaptive GMM, ViBe, SC-SOBS and Proposed
(NMF) method saliency map and segmented object by threshold value of 0.5. As depicted, KDE is vulnerable to high false positive noise when learning on a limited number
of frames. Adaptive GMM and ViBe can handle videos with small number of learning
frames with less false positive. The proposed method is the best of all in dealing with
all the above sequences.

S(V ) = w0 .Ct (V ) +



wi .Ct (Csi (V )),

(6)

i

where Csi (V ) = {Cs (vt ), Cs (vt+1 ), . . . , Cs (vt+n )}, i = 1 . . . mrepresents a buﬀer
m
of spatial conspicuousness map obtained from ith NMF and i=0 wi = 1 which
are selected arbitrarily.
In order to compute ﬁnal saliency map, we post process S(V ) by initially
normalizing it to [0, 1]. We dilated the S(V ) to prevent severe attenuation on
borders of salient region and applied a Gaussian ﬁlter to the attenuated map to
have smooth saliency map. The procedure is summarized as follows:
SaliencyM ap = GX,σ ((S(V ) ⊕ Disk3 )α ),

(7)

where ⊕ is dilation operator, Disk3 is a disk structure of element size 3, G is a
Gaussian ﬁlter with σ = 5 and α = 10 is the attenuation factor. To segment a
foreground object, we apply a simple threshold where pixels with saliency greater
than a threshold are labeled as foreground. Figure 4 depicts some saliency maps
and segmentation result at threshold value of 0.5.
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Fig. 5. ROC curve analysis for the selected sequences; a) sequences with dynamic
background, b) sequences with environmental clutter (e.g. rain and snow), c) simple
sequences, d) average performance of all the sequences

3

Experiments

In this section, we analyze the performance of the proposed method. To assess performance of NMF against other sparsiﬁcation techniques, we compute
the spatial conspicuousness maps using ICA and PCA as well as NMF. Afterwards, we compare them with background subtraction techniques; adaptive
Gaussian Mixture Method of [17] (GMM), Elgammal et al. [18] none-parametric
background modelling (KDE) and the recent state-of-the-art ViBe [30]and SCSOBS [31]. Finally, we compare with saliency methods of [19,21].
We use UCSD background subtraction dataset to evaluate the performance.
The data set is in gray-scale and there exists no empty background sequences
which are required for learning a background model. Hence, we initialise the
background subtraction algorithms with the ﬁrst ﬁve frames of the sequence.
We compare the methods in terms of Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC)
curve which is obtained by computing false positive and true positive rates at
diﬀerent threshold values. It can be summarized in terms of Equal Error Rate
(EER) which is the point false positive rate and true positive rate are equal.
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Table 1. Comparing proposed method, Mahadevan[19] and Itti[21] for selected sequences in Terms of EER and running time (T ) for a frame of 240 × 320
Sequence

Mahadevan[19] Itti[21] Proposed Method (NMF)
2%
9%
4%
3%
3%
7%
11%

5%
9%
30%
10%
26%
37%
42%

9%
8%
8%
10%
13%
13%
20%

Average EER

5.5%

22.7%

11.5%

37(sec)

–

0.07(sec)

EER

Bottle
Boat
Surf
Rain
Ski
Pedestrian
Ocean

Run time

Initially, we carried out a detailed evaluation of background subtraction techniques on three selected group of sequences. The ﬁrst group consists of sequences
with water in the background where water ﬂuctuation and rapid change of background provides a dynamic background. Figure 5(a) compares the three methods using ROC curve analysis; as shown the proposed method has the best
performance.
The second sequence group covers cluttered scenes where the background is
static and the foreground is moving, but there exists some clutter similar to rain
or snow. Figure 5(b) summarizes the performance using ROC curve analysis.
Summarizing the ROC curves in terms of area under the curve (AUC), proposed
method outperforms GMM by 0.09 having AUC of 0.9248 vs. 0.8346.
The last sequence set does not contain much clutter and background is
static. Results are summarized in Figure 5(c). These experiments show that
the proposed method outperforms all the background subtraction techniques;
Figure 5(d) depicts the average performance of all the sequences which repeats
the same conclusion.
As the aforementioned experiments show proposed method with NMF outperforms all the methods. Considering the background subtraction schemes, GMM
performs better than the others. It has less false positive compared to KDE and
ViBe. The same can be concluded from Figure 4 which depicts some frame examples of the above sequences. As can be seen, KDE suﬀers from strong noise
and ViBe has evident shadow eﬀect. It seems SC-SOBS has not been able to
converge using limited number of training frames. All the methods are performing acceptably well on the rain sequence where the initial ﬁve frames contain no
object of interest.
In the second part of experiments, we compare with two saliency detection
techniques of Mahadevan et al. [19] and Itti et al. [21]. They are two methods
speciﬁcally developed for video sequences and both are applied to the same
problem. Since access to the method of [19] was impossible for the authors, we
borrow the results from the paper of [19]. They summarize the ROC curve results
in terms of EER.
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Table 2. Comparing running time and average EER on all the sequences of USCD
background subtraction dataset
Method
GMM[17]
KDE[18]
ViBe
Itti[21]
Mahadevan[19]
Proposed (NMF)
Proposed (ICA)
Proposed (PCA)

Average EER Real-time
29.7%
33.1%
29.9%
26.2%
7.6%
17.7%
19.14%
18.84%

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

Table 1 summarizes the EER of proposed method and those of Mahadevan
and Itti for the above sequences. As can be observed, method of [19] is two
times better than the proposed method in terms of EER. However, it has one
drawback; [19] requires 37 seconds to process a frame of size 240 × 320. On
the other hand, proposed method requires only 0.07 second to process the same
frame which provides frame rate of 14 fps.
Table 2 compares all the mentioned methods except SC-SOBS and their properties over the USCD background subtraction dataset. The SC-SOBS algorithm
was left out because of diﬃculties in tuning the parameters and we used only
original threshold values that is not enough to have a ROC curve. As experiments
showed, performance of proposed method with NMF sparsiﬁcation technique is
better than PCA and ICA. Considering the background subtraction techniques,
KDE fails to adapt and learn background model having limited number of training frames. ViBe learns the background model better than KDE, however, it
produces a shadow eﬀect. So, both methods produce false positive and fail to
model the background properly. Although GMM has a fairly better performance
in comparison to KDE and ViBe, it still produces lots of false positive in case
of dynamic scenes and falls behind the proposed method. The proposed method
performs much better than that of Itti [21] in terms of EER. The only method
that exceeds the performance of proposed method is of [19], though it is incapable of running in real-time which can be an important property for a practical
background subtraction algorithm in many applications (e.g. surveillance, tracking, etc).

4

Conclusion

In this article, we introduce a spatio-temporal technique for saliency detection in
image sequences. The method computes spatial conspicuousness maps using ﬁlter
banks learned using none-negative matrix factorization. The proposed method
combines the spatial conspicuousness maps and intensity features in a temporal
cue using principal component to derive one saliency map.
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We showed that NMF performs better than PCA and ICA when used to
compute a spatial conspicuousness map. The method was compared with several background subtraction techniques. The detailed comparison showed that
it outperforms all of them in complicated scenarios as well as simple ones. The
method was also compared with two saliency techniques; the only technique that
has better performance than the proposed method is among them. However, it
requires a lot of computation power. Hence, we can conclude that the proposed
method has the best performance among those algorithms capable of running in
real-time.
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